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1. Segmented tissues of early Arabidopsis flower development

2. Data management: Graph based approach and available variables

Black outlines are simplified cells represented by the colored vertex.
Green and dashed red edges are cell spatial neighborhood and temporal relations.

Number Size Shape

Spatial
●Cells
●Neighbors

●Volume
●Surface (contact, epidermis)

●Axes of inertia (shape anisotropy)
●Gaussian and mean curvature 
(epidermis, contact)
●Walls orientation

Temporal
●Time interval
●Number of daugthers

Spatio-
temporal

●Division rate
●Surface growth
●Volumetric growth

●Strain (rate, direction, anisotropy)
●Division plane orientation

Number of cells Relative Growth 
Rate

t1 24 -
t2 60 10 %.h-1

t3 151 8 %.h-1

t4 332 8 %.h-1

t5 468 4 %.h-1

Only L1 cells with a lineage from  t1 to t5 have been counted

3. Spatial projection of quantified growth parameters
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4. Exploratory analysis with manually annotated regions
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Boundaries

Right sepal

Expert definition of regions

5. Unsupervised clustering: towards global spatio-temporal cellular patterns

Aim: To identify and characterize cellular patterns based on measured cellular properties, linking their spatio-temporal behaviour to the 
observed changes induced by organogenesis.
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Conclusions and perspectives:
We propose a new methodology allowing the analysis of growing tissues in 3D using an integrative pipeline 
to access spatio-temporal parameters at a cellular resolution. We also provide tools for the definition of 
cellular patterns based on the unsupervised clustering of spatio-temporal data. One important goal is to 
determine how these cellular patterns diverge in mutants displaying extra sepals (e.g. perianthia, ettin), and 
to identify shifts or changes in properties within these groups or the presence or absence of certain groups. 
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Ward clustering on the whole time-course

Ward clustering method for seven clusters. Based on a pairwise distance matrix constructed with the following information: 60% volumetric growth, 20% volume and 20% topology.
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